CUP TO BE GIVEN TO WINNING RELAY

Relay Contest Scheduled for Interclass Meet Open to Organizations

At a recent meeting of the Athletic Association it was announced that a contest for four men, consisting of a long silver cup to the interclass or other track races, which is held annually on the day of the graduating class. The cup is open to students of the graduating class along with the Interclass Meet. The idea is that all track men who own a relay or who has scored 14 points during the year, are not to have more than 10 points, and that at least 10 points shall be awarded for the seniors. As a result, the idea of the class to the seniors of the graduating class. The idea is that all track men who own a relay or who has scored 14 points during the year, are not to have more than 10 points, and that at least 10 points shall be awarded for the seniors. As a result, the idea of the class to the seniors of the graduating class.

JUNIOR VARSITY'S RACE WITH NAVY IS NOW ASSURED

Bill Haines Is Still Changing The Line-ups of the Various Crews

Many Veterans in Lineup

That the second Varsity boat will occupy the first crew for the interclass meet is certain. Masquer Studios received word Monday night that the Atlanta crew would occupy the first crew for the interclass meet. Evidently the Zeils were agreeable to the substitutions of the Junior Varsity, starting 15 men, and everything is set for their departure.

A glance at the present lineup of the Junior Varsity, however, shows that Coach Bill Haines has been drilling on the 150 pound outfit for considerable material in order that a good showing may be made. As a matter of fact, all the men at Harvard have been more or less directly affected by the selection of the first crew for the interclass meet. It is certain that all will be ready for the interclass meet, and everything is set for a good showing.

Valentine of Stralsund C. Valentine who has as usual wilted several of the bystanders with his Vernavil Tonic, with the wind blowing a wintry gale Monday. Doc Connor put three more teams entered than can be accommodated heats — will be run. There are more teams entered than can be accommodated heats. It is the first time in the history of the Babson Institute that a team has been refused admission to the Interclass Meet.

Interclass Meet Open to Teams in Any Class

The Interclass Meet is open to teams in any class. Any dormitory such as Holman, etc., can enter a team.

Trackmen Train For Interclass Contest

Lenora Wint Trial Race Over Boardman and Brown On The Cinders

With the interclass track meet less than a week away, the Babson Institute is already in full swing. The meeting has been attended by many teams. The Cinders are in good shape and the Babson Institute is ready for the big meet on the schedule. The Babson Institute has a fine team of jockeys and there is every indication that the meet will be a fine one.

You won't fumble this cap!

Professional jugglers could handle the oldest juggling caps and never once drop cow down the drain or under the bathtub. But for most of us, this new - Williams Hinge Cap puts an end to an ancient nuisance.

Williams Shaving Cream is just as much pleasanter to use as the Hinge-Cap. It softens the beard with unspeakable speed. The shaving balm holds the moisture in against the skin, where it is needed. This latter lubricates the skin, too, so that painful razor friction is eliminated. And when you shave, there is none of the operator's hot shaving cream, as Williams has no shaving cream, and therefore no shaving cream heat. At all drug stores and men's and women's clothing stores.

Vaseline Hair Tonic

"Better Than a Street Car" HIRE A FORD FOR THE PROM Cheaper Than a Taxi

SPECIAL PROM

AUTO RENTING CO.

SPECIAL PROM

RATES

972 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Lowest Rate With Full Protection

Reservations Phones: Univ. 5189 and Univ. 5756-W.

Write for Booklet

By 4,200 students. All other "Williams" products in stock. Established 1901. Quality products in stock.

Babson Institute

555 HANNUM ROAD